
1uucuu11111g u1 unancrn1 marKets, or 1ney may not caKe tne rorm or crea1t 
rationing. A heated debate (both theoretical and empirical) has been 
raging in the n1acroeconomics community about the relevance of credit 
rationing. 

One in1plication of credit rationing for monetary intervention aimed at 
smoothing out business fluctuations is that a policy that mainly varies the 
supply of investment funds n1ay not have the desired impact on investment. 
For exan1ple, it n1ay not help much to increase the supply of funds in a reces
sion if a large fraction of firn1s is credit rationed. A policy aimed at subsi
dizing investment n1ore directly may be more effective. Another implication 
of credit rationing is that credit markets may amplify rather than dampen 
business fluctuations. An unexpectedly large drop in aggregate consump
tion may be only partially offset by an increase in investment, for example= 
if credit rationing is prevalent. Finally, credit rationing may ha,·e important 
implications for economic and financial development. Informational asym
metries are if anything worse in less developed economies. These economies 
may therefore have a handicap in catching up with the more deYeloped and 
informationally transparent economies.7 

2.2.2 Optimal Income Taxation 

A central theme of this chapter is the trade-off between allocative efficiency 
and distribution in the presence of adverse selection. This trade-off has first 
been highlighted by Mirrlees (1971) in the context of redistributive taxa
tion, where distributional concerns are weighed against incentive efficiency 
when lump-sum taxation is not feasible. One central reason why lump-sum 
taxation may not be feasible is that the size of the lump-sum tax is limited 
by the lowest income. To be able to raise higher tax revenues. the tax must 
inevitably be based on unobservable variables like an indi\idual's earnings 
potential or productivity. 

7. See Banerjee (2003) for a survey of these issues. 
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3 Static Bilateral Contracting 

More formally. consider the following setup where "income .. {J is pro
duced with "effort .. e according to the production function: q = 0e. Here, e 
is an individual productivity parameter that can take two \'alues. 0, and 0u. 
with el < 0H. Suppose that a proportion f3 of individuals has low produc
tivity el and a proportion (1 - /3) high productivity 011. All indi\'iduals have 
the same utility function given by 

u[q - r - lJl(e)] 

where tis the net tax (subsidy) the individual has to pay (receive) from the 
go\'ernment and 1/l(e) is an increasing and convex cost function. Toe gov
ernment's budget constraint is given by 

Q ~ /3( I. + (1- /3)tu (2.8) 

where t, is the (possibly negative) tax levied on low-producthity individu
als and tu the tax on high-productivity individuals. In the absence of adverse 
selection. a utilitarian government. maximizing the sum of individual utili
ties. sol,·es the following problem:s 

Max{f3ul0LeL -IL -1J1(ed]+(l-f3)u[011e11 -tu -lJl(eH)]} 
fjf :; 

(2.9) 

'" . ~l. 

subject to condition (2.8). Note that we assume here that the government 
can impose its tax scheme on individuals. so that it does not face any indi
vidual rationality constraints. At the optimum, condition (2.8) must he 
binding. and the first-order conditions vield - . 

u~ = u'[01.eL - t L - lJl(ed] = u'[0ueu -t n -1Jf(£'n )] = 1111 

1/f'(eiJ = 01. 

1Jf
1
(e11) = 011 

In words. the utilitarian optimum is attained when marginal utilities arc 
equalized across indi\'iduals (that iS. llt = Un)- \Vhen all individuals ha\'e the 
same utility function. then they all reach identical utility levels if u( ·) is 
concave. The other condition for an optimum is that the marginal cost of 

cff ort is equal to its marginal producti\'ity for each t)'pc. 

K :--:otc that when the government can obscr"c ~ it can also tell how much effort an individ
ual ha, ~upplh:d when obscning the indindunl output q = B,c. Hence. by ,cuing tvpc-contin
gcnt output wrgcts q

1 
= O,e;, thl~ go,·cmrnent can cffecti\·ely control individual effort. 
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64 Hidden Inform,Hlon, Screening 

Under adverse selection. the following set of incentive constraints must 
be imposed on the government's optimization problem: 

(
011e11) 01.e,. -t1 -ljl(e,)?. 011e11 -ru -ljl -

0
-
1. 

(2.10) 

(
0, e1 ) 011e11 -r11 -ljl(e11)?.81eL -ti. -ljl - · -· 

011 
(2.11) 

Indeed, when the government cannot identify each productivity type. it can 
only off er everybody an income-contingent tax, where I ; has to be paid if 
income q, = 0,e, is produced. This would allow an individual with produc
ti\'ity 0, to pay r, by producing q, at the cost of an effort level 0,e,;e,. As 
always. the incentive constraints ensure that this behavior is not attractive 
for either type of individual. 

When 11( ·) is conca\'e, the complete information optimum is such that 

l/L -l1.. -vr(e1) = qu -l11 -ljl(e11) 

111is allocation. however. violates incentive constraint (2.11): high
productivity individuals would then prefer to choose (qL, tL) instead of 
(l/n, t11).

9 Therefore. condition (2.11) must be binding in a second-best 
optimum. and the same is of course true of the budget constraint (2.8). 
L'sing these two constraints to eliminate the tax levels from the maxirnand 
and taking the first-order conditions with respect to e11 and el then yields 

l/f'(e11) = 0H 

and 

l/f
1

(el)=0l -(1-/J)r[vr'(eiJ-:;, 1/1'(
0
;

1
:1. )] 

where r= (uf - uf,)l[l3uf + (1 - /J)uf,J. 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

That is! yrepresents the difference between the marginal utilities of low

and high-ability individuals as a percentage of average marginal utilities. 
Condition (2.12) tells us, as is by now familiar. that the second-best allo

cation for type 911 is efficient (efficiency at the top). Condition (2.13) tells 

!J. Note that this conclusion is robust to chanees in the utilitv function: it would remain true. 
for example, if cff ort :1ppca,cd at.lditi\'el)' outside the: utility function (e.g., if\\\.' a~o;umc a payoff 
ufq - 1J - 'I/(<'), with IJI(·) being linear or com-ex in effort}. 
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us that type 0, underprovides effort. Indeed, first-best efficiency requires 
that vf(eL) = 01. But since 01 < 011, we have o < 1/f'(e, )(1-0i./011) < l/f'(ed-
0, /011 1Jl'(01.eL/011 ). Moreover, for any strictly increasing. concave utility 
function u(·), r is strictly positive. since then u;_ > u;, > 0. Therefore. the 
second term of the right-hand side (RIIS) of condition (2.13) is strictly 
positive, resulting in underprovision of effort. The reason why it is second
best efficient to underprovide effort here is that a lower e1 limits the welfare 
difference between high- and low-productivity individuals. which is given 
by 

[0Heu - t 11 -1/f(eu )]-[01.e1• -t 1. - 1/f(ed] = l/f(e1 )-1/f( 
8
~:'·) (2.14) 

when the incentive constraint (2.11) is binding. This brings about a first
order gain in the utilitarian welfare function that exceeds the second-order 
loss from a reduction in productivity of the low type. A reduction in eL 
brings about a reduction in inequality of welfare because high-productivity 
individuals lul\'e the option to produce output qL while sa\ing a proportion 
(0r1 - 81 ). 811 of the effort r1 that low-productivity individuals have to exert. 

How can we reinterpret conditions (2.12). (2.13). and (2.14) in terms of 
existing features of the income tax code? One can think of e.ovemmcnts 

~ -
first setting marginal tax rates as well as uniform tax rebates, while individ-
uals respond hy choosing effort. In this perspective, 

• Equation (2.12) implies that the marginal tax rate at output q11 = 0Ht?11 

should be zero. in order to induce efficient effort. 

• By contrast. the marginal tax rate at output q1_ = 0 Lt'1 should be positfre, 

and equal ro 

{o-mr[ 1/f'(e,J- !;: v,'( 0~~, )]} /0,. (2.15) 

where y and e,. are the second-best values: indeed. this marginal tax rah: 1, 

needed to induce the (inefficiently low) choice of t:i. given by equation 

(2.13). 
• In between these two output le\ els. the marginal tax r,tk should be 
positive and such that the additional tax payment coming from high
productivity individuals will be sufficient to reduce the ex post utility dif
ference between the two typi.'s to that gin~n by condition (2.11) [recall that. 
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from budget constraint (2.8). all marginal tax revenues are returned to indi
\'iduals, in the form of uniforn1 tax rebates]. 

This framework thus seems to plead for positive marginal tax rates at low 
income levels, and for zero marginal tax rates at high income levels. This 
result appears paradoxical, since we started from a government objecti\'e 
that was tilted toward redistribution. In fact, there is of course positive 
redistribution here. through the uniform tax rebate. And the positive mar
ginal tax rate at low incomes is there to achieve higher redistribution, as 
explained earlier. The theory in fact offers a rationalization for the wide
spread practice of making \'arious welfare benefits conditional on having 
low incomes: this results in very high effective marginal tax rates at low 
income levels. As for the zero-marginal-tax-rate-at-the-top result. it should 
not be overemphasized: If we allowed for a continuum of types (as in 
section 2.3), this zero marginal tax rate would appear only at the very 
maximum of the income distribution. 

We close this subsection by analyzing the effect of changes in the gov
ernment's information structure in this setup. Following Ma skin and Riley 
(1985). we could indeed ask the following question: how would tax levels 
be affected if. instead of observing "income" q = 0· e. the government 
observed indi\'iduaJ "input," that is. effort (or. equivalently. hours of work)? 
\Vould this new information structure result in more or less inequality, and 
more or less allocative distortion? 

In comparison with the preceding analysis. only the incenti,·e constraints 
(2.10) and (2.11) would be affected. They would become 

0Le1. -t1. -1/f(e1J~0LeH -rH -ljl(eH) 

011eH -t11 -ljl(e11)~011e1_ -ti. -lfl(er) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

since individuals now face effort-contingent taxes. instead of output
contingent taxes. As before. the problem is to pre\'ent high-ability indi,id
uals from mimkking the choice of low-ability indi\'iduals. Consequently. 
condition (2.17) must be binding at the optimum. and the inequality in 
welfare between the two types is given by 

[011eu -fu -ljl(eu)J-[01e1 -ti, -1/f(eiJ]=(0u -0de1. (2.18) 

Thus, for a gi\'en eL, welfare inequality is higher in equation (2.18) than 
in equation (2.14) whene\'er 011 > 111'(,}i.}. This is always the case at the 
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optimum, since 0H > 0r > v/(et ). Intuitively! an effort-contingent tax makes 
it more attractive for the high type to mimic the behavior of the Io,v type. 
since a given effort level allows the high type to enjoy comparatively more 
output than the lo\v type, thanks to his higher productivity. Instead, in an 
income-contingent scheme~ .mimicking the low type really means sticking to 
a low income. It is true that this allows the high type to save on effort cost, 
but with a convex effort cost the benefit of this lower effort is limited. 

Solving the optimum tax problem \Vith equation (2.17) instead of 
equation (2.11 ). one can sho\v that efficient effort results again for the high 
type. Instead, the effort of the .low type is further distorted do,vn,vard, .in 
comparison \Vith the income tax case: when welfare inequality is higher, 
the marginal benefit from reducing inequality at a given allocative cost is 
also higher. In this setting, effort monitoring is thus inferior to .income
n1onitoringi since it leads both to more inequality and to more allocative 
inefficiencv . .. 

This last discussion is especially relevant \vhen the principal is able to 
n1ake decisions about which information structure to put in place. It ,vould 
apply naturally, for example, in the context of the internal organization of 
a firm, where decisions have to be made about ,vhich information systems 
to set up for .monitoring purposes. On this subject~ see the general analysis 
of Ivlaskin and Riley (1985) on the superiority of output- over input-n1on
itorine schen1es. .... 
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